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Abstract – Mutual Information (MI) is an information theory concept often used in the recent time as a criterion for 
feature selection methods. This is due to its ability to capture both linear and non-linear dependency relationships 
between two variables. In theory, mutual information is formulated based on probability density functions (pdfs) or 
entropies of the two variables. In most machine learning applications, mutual information estimation is formulated for 
classification problems (that is data with labeled output). This study investigates the use of mutual information 
estimation as a feature selection criterion for regression tasks and introduces enhancement in selecting optimal feature 
subset based on previous works. Specifically, while focusing on regression tasks, it builds on the previous work in 
which a scientifically sound stopping criteria for feature selection greedy algorithms was proposed. Four real-world 
regression datasets were used in this study, three of the datasets are public obtained from UCI machine learning 
repository and the remaining one is a private well log dataset. Two Machine learning models namely multiple 
regression and artificial neural networks (ANN) were used to test the performance of IFSMIR. The results obtained has 
proved the effectiveness of the proposed method.         

Keywords: feature selection, filter, estimation, mutual information, machine learning. 

 

1 Introduction 
Feature Selection is an optimization method used to select optimal subsets of a full feature set. The selected optimal 
subset is expected to retain the relevant information in the full feature set. Feature selection algorithms rely on some 
certain criteria to score features or input variables, these criteria are divided into two categories and thereby forming the 
basis for the three types of feature selection models. The first category of criteria utilizes statistical and a probabilistic 
distribution of dataset attributes to measure the relevant of each input variable to the corresponding output variable. 
This category is refers to as filter models. The second category of criteria is search optimization algorithms used 
together with a particular learning machine model to find relevant feature subset based on the performance of the 
learning machine. This category comprises of wrapper models. And the third type of feature selection model is the 
hybrid models, which combined the power of both filter and wrapper to select feature subsets.    
 
Mutual information is used as a criterion for feature selection method. It is a filter-based model that measures both 
linear and non-linear dependency relationships between two random variables, this property made it be a popular choice 
as feature selection criterion. Mutual information is formulated from probability density functions (pdfs) or entropies of 
two variables and their joint variable. However, despite that in theory mutual information formulation is suitable for a 
dataset with either discrete or continuous output variable, in practice its estimation is often assumed classification 
problems (that is a dataset with labeled output variable). The reason for this cannot be unconnected to the fact that it is 
not clear how or rather very difficult to estimate pdf or entropy of joint variable from a dataset with a continuous output 
variable. This study presents mutual information estimation formulated around the estimated entropy of a variable. In 
addition, this study provides an extension to feature selection greedy algorithms on how to select optimal feature subset 
when using filter model only.              
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a review of feature selection methods, information theory and 
how it relates to mutual information. Section 3 presents Machine learning models used in this study. Feature selection 
procedure based on MI estimation is presented in section 4. Section 5 presents experimental studies, results and 
discussion. And finally, the conclusion is presented in section 6.   
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2 Review 
This section presents a review of feature selection methods from related works and how mutual information is 
formulated from entropy. 
 
2.1 Overview of feature selection 
There are three broadly categories of models for feature selection methods. The first category is the filter models, 
which are a group of models that utilize statistical and probabilistic distributions of dataset attributes in order to select 
feature subset from the input dataset. Hence, they select feature subset independent of any particular learning machine. 
This independent selection enables subsequent feature prediction by any learning machine. Feature Selection based on 
Mutual Information (MI) is an example of filter model. The second category is wrapper models, these are search 
optimization algorithms used together with a particular learning machine, these categories use performance of a 
learning machine in terms of accuracy of prediction to find the optimal feature subset. Genetic algorithm (GA) and 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm are examples of wrapper models. The dependency on a particular 
learning machine to search the best feature subset makes wrappers have better predictive accuracy with relatively high 
computational overhead (Unler, Murat and Chinnam, 2011). However, there are high tendency that feature subset 
selected using wrapper based on a specific learning machine may fail woefully when used with a different learning 
machine. For example, feature subset generated based on GA and ANN may perform woefully when used to make a 
prediction with Support Vector Machine (SVM). The third category is the hybrid models, which combined the power 
of both filter and wrapper to select feature subsets. 

Unler, Murat and Chinnam (2011) introduces hybrid filter-wrapper feature subset selection algorithm based on PSO 
with SVM. Mutual Information (MI) defined in terms of probability density functions of variables serves as filter 
algorithm while Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which is a population-based search optimization technique was 
used as the wrapper to find the best strongly relevant feature subset identified by MI and finally SVM is used for 
classification. Also, in another related work varied filter algorithms for managing uncertain data in data mining and 
machine learning application were proposed based on a mutual information (MI) criterion, a combination of ranking 
and expectation-maximization (EM) and Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion (HSIC) as follow. Mutual information 
(MI) Criterion based on probability density function (pdf) of each data value was proposed (Doquire and Verleysen, 
2011) and experimental results on 8 UCI machine learning repository have proved the effectiveness of this algorithm. 
MI was first evaluated between each feature of the training set and the output vector. The resulting MI scores for each 
feature are then used to rank the features.  Song et al. (2012) used two different aging databases for the experiment, FG-
NET containing 1002 face images of 82 persons with age ranging from 0 to 69. And Yamaha faces database containing 
800 males, 800 females and 8000 images with ages ranging from 0 to 93. The Ranking model was built based on kernel 
trick and bilinear regression strategy, and the parameter learning technique was based on EM.  Yan et al. (2007) 
introduces Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) for feature selection. HSIC which is based on the 
covariance between variables mapped to produce kernel Hilbert spaces were employed for feature selection together 
with greedy backward elimination algorithm. Experimental results have shown that HSIC performed comparably to 
other state-of-the-art feature selectors such as SVM Recursive Elimination (RFE), RELIEF, L0 –norm SVM (L0) and 
R2W2. 

In a nutshell, there are very many researches in the area of feature selection with mutual information as a selection 
criterion. This include Battiti (1994), Peng, Long and Ding (2005), Rossi et al. (2006), Evans (2008), Doquire and 
Verleysen (2011) and etc., all of which focus on classification tasks. However, there are only handful of works focus on 
regression tasks (Francois, et al., 2007; Verleysen, Rossi and Francoisi, 2009; Carmona et'al., 2011; Frenay, Doquirel 
and Verleysen, 2013).   

2.2 Greedy methods of Feature Selection  
There are three greedy methods for feature selection as presented in Battiti (1994), François et al. (2007), Liu, Liu and 
Zhang (2008). (1) The forward procedure involves selecting feature starting from the empty set until an optimal subset of 
the total set (say M sets) is obtained. While the forward procedure provides means for selecting features to an empty set 
and subsequently increases the feature subset, this procedure has no well-defined stopping criteria and chances are that it 
may lead to a suboptimal subset. (2) The backward procedure involves starting from the whole M sets and removing a 
feature from the whole set after each step until optimal subset is reached. This procedure is computationally expensive 
since it involves estimating mutual information for all M-dimensional variables. Also, like the forward procedure, it has 
no well-defined stopping criteria (3) The Forward-Backward procedure seems to be a better method since it involves 
starting from an empty set and select feature incrementally and occasional remove feature from the subset. This way it 
reduces the chances of having a suboptimal subset. Like the two procedures above it also lacked clear stopping criteria. 

Lack of justifiable stopping criterion is identified as a limitation of greedy methods for feature selection (Verleysen, 
Rossi and Francoisi, 2009). Usually, the common way to stop the greedy forward feature selection is when estimated MI 
values started to decrease, this practice lacks justification. François et al. (2007) and Verleysen, Rossi and François 
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(2009) introduce the use of resampling and permutation to provide a statistically justifiable stopping criteria. However, in 
both cases, the method was used with a randomly generated dataset. Even though randomly generated artificial dataset 
was used by the previous studies to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm, the use of real-world dataset is required to 
test its effectiveness. More so, despite the progress made in the previous studies to improve the greedy methods for 
feature selection, chances are that they yielded feature subsets that are far from optimal, optimal or almost optimal (Pudil, 
Novovicova and Kittler, 1994; Verleysen, Rossi and François, 2009; Sulaiman and Labadin, 2015b). 

So, the main contribution of this study is to establish a methodology for generating optimal feature subset for filter 
method by extending the previous work proposed by Verleysen, Rossi and François (2009).   

2.3 Entropy and Mutual Information (MI) 
The entropy of a random variable X is a concept in information theory that measures the uncertainty associated with X. 
While Mutual information (MI), another information theory concept quantitatively measures the amount of dependent 
information two random variables have about each other. Unlike correlation coefficient that measures linear 
dependence only, mutual information measures both linear and nonlinear dependence between variables, a property that 
made it a popular choice for feature selection (Doquire and Verleysen, 2011; François, et al., 2007; Battiti, 1994; Peng, 
Long and Ding, 2005; Rossi, et al., 2006).  

Considering a pair of continuous random variables X and Y, the joint probability density function of X and Y is 
expressed as:   

                       PX,Y(x, y) = PY(y|x)Px(x)                                  (1) 
 
In a similar way, the joint differential entropy of X and Y is expressed as: 
    
                                      h(X, Y) = h(X) + h(Y|X)                                            (2)  
               
where h(Y|X) is known as the conditional differential entropy of Y given X. In a word the equation 2 is expressed as the 
uncertainty about X and Y is equal to the uncertainty about X plus the uncertainty about Y given X. This can equally be 
said in the other way round as the uncertainty about X and Y is equal to the uncertainty about Y plus the uncertainty 
about X given Y as in equation 3: 
  
                                        h(X, Y) = h(Y) + h(X|Y)                                    (3) 
 
Meanwhile, entropy of a random variable X is expressed as 
                                                                        ( ) ( ) log ( )

xX X
h X x xf f d= -ò                          (4) 

To consider a learning system where the applications of a continuous random variable X to the input of the system, 
produces a continuous random variable Y at the output of the system. If by definition the differential entropy h(X) is the 
uncertainty about the system input X before the observation of the system output Y, while the conditional entropy h(X|Y) 
is the uncertainty about the system input after the output Y is observed. Then the difference, h(X) – h(X|Y), is the 
uncertainty about the system input X that is determined by observing the system output Y. this is refers to mutual 
information between the system input X and the system output Y which is denoted as I(X;Y). Thus: 
 

         I(X;Y) = h(X) – h(X|Y)     
                    
                                      =   
         
 
                                                                            =                                                                                     (5)   
    
The first part of equation (5) can be expressed as equation (6) since MI is symmetric. 
 
                                                                  I(X;Y) = h(Y) – h(Y|X) 
                                                                             = h(X) + h(Y) - h(X, Y)                                   (6) 
  
3 Machine Learning Model 
The focus of this section is on supervised learning models, in which a learning algorithm is provided with both 
dependent and independent variables. That is, the learning algorithm has the right answer in advance and it will learn its 
parameters or hypothesis based on the available observations or examples.  In general, supervised learning models are 
used for solving two kinds of prediction problems namely (1) Regression problems which involve training a model to 
solve or predict a continuous value output and (2) Classification problems which involve training a model to solve or 
classify a discrete value output.  
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It is strongly believed that feature selection helps in improving the predicting capabilities of machine learning models 
since it reduces the dimension of a dataset by selecting variable that are relevant to the predicting attributes. Other 
economic benefits of feature selection to learning models includes (1) building a concise model that avoid overfitting 
and generalized better, (2) improves the accuracy of prediction due to a reduction in estimation errors and (3) reduces 
burdens on data collection & computational complexities. So, the proper way to test the effectiveness of any feature 
selection is to see the relative performance of a choosing learning model based on a selected optimal feature subset and 
compare with its performance based on full feature set.  

In this study, the overall performance of a learning model is computed using a global metric named Root Mean Squared 
as in equation 7.   

                  2
1
( ) /N
ii i

RMSE y Ny
Ù

=
= -å                      (7) 

RMSE metric is sensitive to high errors and its lower value results in better predictive models. 
   
3.1 Regression learning model 
Linear regression tried to fit a straight line “h” in a training set. The accuracy of the fit depends on the model parameter. 
In figure 1, the blue line is the model line which is plotted against the actual data in red “*”. The red line from the actual 
data points to the model line is the model error, and it indicates the difference between the models predicted value and 
the actual training value. The idea here is to choose the model parameter !0   and !1   (as the intercept on the y-axis and 
the slope respectively) so that ℎ"($)   is closed to y for training examples (x, y). The goal is to find model parameters 
that will minimize the model sum of squared errors in equation 8:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                         
                                                                      Figure 1: Model Representation 
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3.2 Gradient descent 
This is the algorithm used to minimize different functions. In this study gradient descent is used to minimize the cost 
function for both Regression and Artificial Neural Network models (see table 1). The general idea is to start by picking 
a random combination of the parameters (ϴ0, …, ϴn) and see what the cost function is, then search for the very next 
combination that will minimize the cost function until it reaches the local minimal. 
 
              Table 1: Gradient Descent Algorithm 
                                    _______________________________________________ 
                                            Repeat until convergence { 
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α is the learning rate and it controls the step taking by the algorithm when looking for a local minimum. And both ϴ0 

and ϴ1 must be updated simultaneously.   
 
3.3 Normal Equation Learning Model 
Normal equation minimized the cost function for theta (ϴ) by solving the equation 9. 

                ( ) 0jJ
j

q
q
¶

=
¶

                                (9) 

when the derivative of J is equal to zero, it is where the cost function is minimized. Thus, normal equation model, 
unlike gradient descent, works for linear model only, it requires no learning rate and solve in ‘one shot’. 

3.4 Artificial Neural Network 
ANN was developed by simulating human neurons or network of neurons in the brain. Neurons are cells with cell body 
and dendrites which are the input wires connected to the cell body and receive signals from body receptors. In addition 
to these two, neurons have output wire known as axon which sends signals or informative messages to other neurons. 
Thus, at a primitive level, a neuron is a computational unit that receives a number of inputs (electric pulses) through its 
input wires (dendrites), does some computation in the cell body and sends output through its axon to other neurons in 
the brain.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Figure 2: Neuron model: (a) without bias, (b) with bias input x0 and weight θ0 explicitly shown. 

Figure 2 depicted ANN implementation of a simple model of a neuron; the empty circle (in orange) plays a role 
analogous to the body of neuron, each arrow linking an input xi to the neuron, has attached a parameter, or weight, θi, 
the diagram represents the computation of a sigmoid fed with the dot product of x and θ in the form of: 

                                   )(xhq  = 
xTe q-+1

1                           (10) 

where x and θ are the parameter vectors:  
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With this brief description and illustration, ANN is defined as a collection of different artificial neurons working 
together to form a predictor or classifier.  

4 Proposed Feature Selection Procedure Based on Mutual Information 
This section presents MI estimator as formulated by Kraskov, Stogbauer and Grasssberger (2004; 2008). Then followed 
by the improving feature selection by mutual information as well as introduction of stopping criterion for greedy 
procedure for feature selection as proposed by Verleysen, Rossi and François (2009). And lastly, the proposed 
enhancement on the feature selection method by MI. 
 
The MI estimation presented in this study is based on the equation 6, which define MI in terms of entropy of X, Y and 
joint differential entropy of X and Y.  
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4.1 Mutual Information Estimation 
The approach presented here is based on k-nearest neighbor consistent entropy estimator which was first formalized by 
Kozachenko-Leonenko (1987). And it is built upon, by Kraskov, Stogbauer and Grassberger (2004; 2008) to formulate 
MI estimator Kozachenko and Leonenko (1987) idealized the differential entropy estimator which can be estimated 
from data as presented in equation 11: 

1

( ) ( ) ( ) log log ( , )
N

D
n

D
h x K N c n K

N
y y e

Ù

=

= - + + + å                   (11)  

where K is the parameter of the estimator, ψ function given by equation 12, N the number of samples in the dataset, D 
is the dimensionality of X, cD the volume of unitary ball in a D-dimensional space and ɛ(n, K) is twice the distance from 
a point xn  to its K-th neighbor. 

                    ( )( ) ln ( )
( )
z dz z
z dz

y
¢G

= = G
G

                                                     (12) 

Based on equation 11, Kraskov, Stogbauer and Grassberger (2004) intuitively formulate mutual information estimator 
as: 

                         
1

1( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ( )) ( ( )))
N

x y
n

MI X Y K N n n
N

y y y t y t
=

= + - +å                                                                      (13) 

where τx(n) and τy(n) are points in X and Y respectively whose distance from xn and yn respectively is strictly less than 
ϵn. ϵn is an infinite norm between xn and its k-nearest neighbor expressed as: 

                            ϵn = ( ) ( ) ( )|| || x(|| ||,|| ||)n k n n k n n k nz z ma x x y y¥- = - -                                                                 (14) 

 K in equation 13 is known as a smoothing parameter which is to be choosing with care. It determines how effective is 
the equation 13 in estimating mutual information between X and Y. Secondly, like the traditional mutual information 
estimator, equation 13 is suitable for a low dimensional dataset. Since the accuracy of the estimator decreases as the 
dimension of selected future increases.          

4.2 Improving feature selection based on MI and proposed stopping criterion for greedy 
procedure  

This section provides details of stopping criteria and how to cope with bias/variance associated with the MI estimation 
as introduced by Verleysen, Rossi and François (2009).  

 
• Smoothing Parameter 

An empirical study by Battiti (1994), Kraskov, Stogbauer and Grassberger, (2004), Liu, Liu and Zhang (2008) have 
shown that choosing a value of smoothing parameter have an influence in bias/variance problem. A small value of K 
leads the estimator to have small bias and high variance, while a large value of K, makes the estimator have small 
variance and high bias. However, using student’s t-test quantity in equation 15 whose parameters are obtained from 
resampling procedure as presented in François, et al. (2007) and Gringarten (2012) provides a means of choosing K that 
balanced for these two problems. 

,

2 2
,

K K
K

K K

t r

r

µ µ

s s

-
=

+
                             (15) 

Detail flowchart for selecting smoothing parameter ‘K’ is presented in figure 3, !"($; &)   & !"($; &('))   are two 
empirical distributions obtained from the cross-validation and permutation operations. ρ denote permutation operation 
and the subscript K emphasized the sensitivity of K in MI estimation. A good choice of K is where both empirical 
variance and mean of !"($; &)   & !"($; &('))   are small. The difference between the two distributions can be measured 
based on equation 15, where µK & µK,ρ and σK & σK,ρ are empirical means and standard deviations of !"($; &)   and  
!"($; &('))   respectively.   
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                                           Figure 3: Algorithm for selecting K (smoothing parameter)  

• Stopping Criterion 

The method described here is the one presented in Verleysen, Rossi and François (2009) which is also based on 
resampling and random permutation operation. 

The idea is to build two resampling distributions for MI(S U Xst , Y) and  MI(S U ρ(Xst) , Y), where   ρ(Xst) is a 
randomized Xst. ρ(Xst) is generated independently from Y through permutation operation and Xst is the candidate 
variable. Figure 4 is the flowchart on how to stop greedy forward algorithm for feature selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            

                Figure 4: Algorithm for Stopping Criteria  
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4.3 Enhancement on Feature Selection Procedure based on Mutual Information 
Despite that the resampling and permutation methods were effective in selecting feature subsets, investigation on this 
method (Sulaiman and Labadin, 2015b) suggest that this method needs further enhancement in order to select reliable 
optimal feature subsets. In practice, the resampling and permutation methods result in inconsistent suboptimal feature 
subsets each time the procedure is run. The suggested enhancement is presented in this section.     
  

• Methodology for selecting optimal feature selection 

 After running the simulation for several times, and each run produces different sets of feature subsets. The procedure 
presented in figure 5 is used to consider a feature into optimal sets. For each feature, the number of times it appears in 
the total sets of feature subsets generated is counted. Based on a set threshold, an optimal feature subset can be 
regarded as Fine-grained feature subset (FGFS) selection containing strongly relevant features only or Coarse-grained 
feature subset (CGFS) selection containing both strongly and weakly relevant features. The intuition here is that if for 
example in 10 runs, feature ‘A’ appears 8 (or above) times in a total of 10 different feature subsets generated in 10 runs, 
this could be a good indication of how strong affinity is feature ‘A’ to the compared targeted variable.  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Figure 5: Algorithm for selecting optimal feature subset 

S, f, bin and ϴ in figure 5 are the input. Where S contains a total set of all feature subsets, f is a set of feature labels, bin 
is used to collect and count the number of times each feature appears in total set in S and ϴ is set as a threshold for 
considering a feature into an optimal subset based on its count. And FS is the output containing the selected optimal 
feature subset. 

5  Experimental Studies 
This section comprises of the description of the various dataset used in this work, experimental setups, simulation, 
results obtained and discussion. 
 
5.1  Datasets 

The focus of this work is to investigate feature selection based on MI estimator for regression task, in this regards three 
regression datasets were obtained from UCI machine learning repository and one private regression dataset. The four 
datasets are used for investigation in this study.  
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5.1.1 Forest fire dataset:  this dataset is described as very difficult regression task and is publically available for 
research. Cortez and Moris (2007) provide the detail description of the dataset. It has 517 instances, 12 input 
features/variables, and 1 output or target variable with no missing attribute value. Many of the attributes may be 
correlated, as such suitable for testing feature selection methods. 

5.1.2 Concrete dataset: concrete dataset is a public dataset obtained from UCI machine learning repository. The target 
attribute is the concrete compressive strength, which is a quantitative variable. And it is responsible for categorizing the 
dataset as regression task. The dataset has 1,030 instances and 8 quantitative input features namely cement (kg), blast 
furnace (kg), water (kg), superplasticizer (kg), coarse aggregate (kg), fine aggregate (kg) and age (day). Detail 
description of the concrete dataset is available in Yeh (1998), in which Yeh (1998) modeled concrete compressive 
strength using Artificial neural network and concluded that strength model based on ANN is more accurate than a 
model based on regression analysis. 

5.1.3 Communities dataset: the data comprises of socio-economic data from1990 US Census. No previous published 
results from the dataset; however, Redmond and Baveja (2002) investigate a related dataset and provided the detail 
description of the dataset. Community’s dataset is multivariate with real type of attributes. It has 1994 instances, 127 
input variables, and the target attribute is “the total number of violent crimes per 100k population”. However, 122 input 
variables are predictable why 5 are unpredictable. And due to a large number of missing data further reduction of the 
input dataset to 99 was made. Many variables are included to make the dataset suitable for testing feature selection 
methods, but none of the variables is unrelated to the crime. And all predictable variables are normalized into the 
decimal range of 0.00 – 1.00. Like forest fire and concrete data sets, communities’ dataset is publically available at UCI 
machine learning repository. 

5.1.4 Well log dataset: It is private data collected from wells of a Middle Eastern region. The dataset consists of 12 
well logs (feature set) and permeability as the target core log. The dataset consists of 880 instances. The well log data 
variables used for this study are DEPTH (depth), MSFL (Micro spherically Focused Log), DT (Sonic travel time), 
NPHI (Neutron porosity), PHIT (Total porosity), RHOB (Bulk density), SWT (Water saturation), CALI (Caliper log), 
CT (Electric conductivity), DRHO (Density), GR (Gamma Ray Log) and RT (Deep Resistivity), and permeability 
which is the output reservoir attribute. 

 

5.2 Experimental setups 

Each of the four datasets is divided into training, validation and test sets in the ration of 3:1:1 respectively. The k 
nearest neighbor obtained for each feature is in accordance with the procedure described in the previous section. K 
value was used with the training data to select relevant features by applying the forward procedure and stop according 
to the proposed stopping algorithm. A significant level of 0.01 is used with the estimated p-value for the null 
hypothesis.  Also, in this study 80% of the total sets of feature subsets generated is set as threshold for Fine-grained 
feature set (FGFS) selection while 70% of the total sets of feature subsets generated is considered as threshold for 
Coarse-grained feature set (CGFS) selection. The threshold values were set empirically in accordance with the proposed 
procedure for selecting optimal feature subset.  

  
After successful generation of optimal feature subsets for each dataset, the generated features subsets are tested for a 
performance alongside the full feature sets using two machine learning techniques namely multiple regression and 
artificial neural networks models. Two forms of multivariate regression models were implemented, the first form used 
gradient descent to minimizes the cost function. And the second form used the normal equation to minimizes cost 
function in one shot. Finally, each model with multiple input variables and single layer continuous output variables are 
implemented.  In addition, one hidden layer is used for the artificial neural network architecture. 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 

Before training the models, both artificial neural networks and multiple regression models were evaluated to ensure that 
the learning process during training stage descent as expected. Figure 6 to figure 8 present gradient descent evaluations 
for regression models. Figure 6 is the FGFS selection in which numbers in the bracket represents the number of features 
in a selected feature subset by the IFSMIR method. Figure 7 is the CGFS selection and figure 8 is the full feature sets. 
For concrete dataset, the CGFS selection is the same as full feature sets. In all cases, the cost function is minimized.   
   
Table 1 presents the number of features in an optimal feature subset selected by IFSMIR method and the k value. From 
the table 1, FGFS selection is more restricted compared to CGFS selection. Full feature set in table1 is the original 
feature sets for each data set before applying IFSMIR method to generate FGFS and CGFS. A close examination of 
CGFS selection, one can easily see that is a loose form of FGFS selection and it consists of both strongly and weakly 
relevant features. 
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     Table 1: Selected Fine-grained and Coarse-grained feature subset selections using IFSMIR method. 

Dataset Full feature 
set 

Fine-grained Feature 
Set (FGFS) 

Coarse-grained 
Feature Set (CGFS) 

K value 

Well log 12 4 8 4 

Forest Fire 12 5 10 1 

Concrete 8 5 8 1 

Communities 99 12 29 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Gradient Descent for Fine-grained feature subsets (FGFS). X-axis is the number of iterations and 
Y-axis is the value of Cost J 

 Table 2 to table 4 present the results of 10 runs based on IFSMIR method for three datasets namely, well log, fire 
forest and concrete. The “Feature Subset Category” refers to the list of features or variables in each dataset and the 
“No of occurrences of the feature subset” is the number of times each feature is selected to a suboptimal set in the 
total runs. 

                                          Table 2: Results of 10 runs for well log dataset using IFSMIR method. 

Selected Feature Subsets 
Feature Subset 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

No of occurrences of 
the feature Subset  8 6 5 6 5 8 6 8 10 4 4 6 
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Figure 7: Gradient Descent for Coarse-grained feature subset (CGFS). X-axis is the number of iterations and Y- axis is the value of 

Cost J 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Gradient Descent for Full feature subsets. X-axis is the number of iterations and Y- axis is the value of Cost J                                    
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                                   Table 3: Results of 10 runs for forest fire dataset using IFSMIR method. 

Selected Feature Subsets 
Feature Subset 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

No of occurrences of 
the feature Subset  9 6 5 9 6 4 6 8 8 6 6 9 

 
 

       Table 4: Results of 10 runs for concrete dataset using IFSMIR method.  
Selected Feature Subsets 

Feature subset 
category 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
No of occurrences of 

the feature Subset 
7 9 8 9 7 6 9 8 

     

                         Table 5: Overall performance Metric for predictive models  

Dataset Predictor model RMSE for 
FGFS  

RMSE for 
CGFS 

RMSE for  
Full feature set 

Well log Regression 0.1136 0.1131 0.1126 
Well log Normal Equation 0.1136 0.1207 0.1703 
Well log Neural Network 0.1133 0.19333 0.1946 
     
Forest fire Regression 0.0348 0.0232 0.0700 
Forest fire Normal Equation 0.0350 0.0233 0.0700 
Forest fire Neural Network 0.0343 0.0227 0.0691 
     
Concrete Regression 0.1682 0.1278 - 
Concrete Normal Equation 0.1616 0.1190 - 
Concrete Neural Network 0.1333 0.0929 - 
     
Communities Regression 0.2057 0.1745 0.1393 
Communities Normal Equation 0.1883 0.1785 0.1729 
Communities Neural Network 0.1910 0.1704 0.1663 

  

In order to test the effectiveness of IFSMIR method in selecting optimal feature subsets. This study compares three 
categories of the feature sets based on Root mean squared error (RMSE) values of the predictive models. The three 
categories of the feature sets are the FGFS selection, the CGFS selection, and the full set feature set. Two machine 
learning model were used in this regard, the Regression model, and Artificial neural networks. The regression model is 
of two categories namely multivariate regression with gradient descent as cost minimization function (simply refers as 
Regression in table 5) and multivariate regression with the normal equation as cost minimization function (refers as 
Norma Equation in table 5). RMSE is a global metric which is sensitive to high errors and whose lower value indicates 
a better predictive model. Table 5 presents the performance evaluation of the IFSMIR method based on the RMSE 
values of predictive models.  

In well log dataset, Regression model seems to perform better in the overall performance of learning models. While 
FGFS selection is the optimal feature set that gives a competitive performance for all the learning models based on low 
RMSE values. The performance of neural network agrees with Sulaiman and Labadin (2015a) in which the same 
dataset was used in a similar study.  

In Forest fire dataset which was described as difficult regression task since its several attributes seem to be correlated 
(Cortez and Moris, 2007), Neural network performed all round better compared to the two other models and CGFS 
selection is the optimal feature set compared to the other two categories. 

The same trend in forest fire dataset is seen in Concrete dataset with neural network performing all round better 
compared to the two other predictive models and CGFS selection is the optimal feature set as well. This result agrees 
with Yeh (1998) who concluded that a strength model based on ANN is more accurate than a model based on 
regression analysis. Moreover, it performed better in terms of low RMSE value of 0.0929 compared to Yeh (1998) best 
RMSE value of 0.814. 

Though no records of previous prediction study using the communities’ dataset, it appears that IFSMIR method is less 
effective in communities’ dataset. The reason for this is not clear, however, it may be that the set thresholds for both 
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FGFS and CGFS selections respectively are not suitable for a dataset with large features or variables. This may be 
evidence in the number of features in feature subsets generated for each run, which is between 58 to 68, but the 
majority of them could not appear in up to 30% of the total sets of feature subsets, this suggests further studies in order 
to reach a conclusion. However, Frenay, Doquirel and Verleysen (2013) concluded that with regards to mutual 
information as a selection criterion for regression tasks, feature selection could give suboptimal results. Meanwhile, 
CGFS optimal feature set gives a competitive performance for all learning models after the full feature set, based on the 
low value of RMSE. And regression model performed much better with full feature set compared to the other two 
machine learning models. 

6 Conclusions 
This study focuses on feature selection based on mutual information for regression tasks. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first time several real-world datasets were used with the k-nearest neighbor mutual information estimator as 
feature selection criterion function. Previous works focus on the use of randomly generated relationship functions to 
validate the feature selection method.   
  
Also, in this study a methodology for selecting optimal feature sets is proposed. This is to serve as an enhancement to  
the method of feature selection from previous work by Verleysen, Rossi and François (2009).   
 
The idea of fine-grained feature set (FGFS) and coarse-grained feature set (CGFS) selections has been introduced.  
And based on the number of datasets and the learning models used in this study, ANN performs all round better based 
on the RMSE values as a global metric. Multivariate regression model with normal equation although runs fast in one 
shot without the need for training, performed least. ANN work well with both Forest fire and Concrete datasets using 
CGFS as optimal feature set, FGFS as an optimal feature set gives competitive results for Well log dataset with all the 
learning models. And multivariate regression with gradient descent gives best result based on full set feature set for 
Well log and communities datasets.  
 
In future, the used of hybrid filter-wrapper methods will be considered, so as to compare the effectiveness of IFSMIR 
method with evolutionary search method.  
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